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About This Game

VR Home is a sandbox game made for the HTC Vive based around building and designing your own virtual house or room. You
can build, save and interact with your creations and homes.

Features

PLAY your favorite games on a large or small screen!

INTERACT with the objects and the world around you!

WATCH or STREAM your favorite youtube videos and movie files!

LISTEN to your favorite music files or radio streams!

BUILD anything from your real room, a gaming room, a production room, a disco room or even your nan's kitchen!

CUSTOMISE everything about your house including the walls, the wallpaper, the floor or even the posters!

REPLICATE real rooms using the wide variety of furniture!

HUNDREDS of objects and furniture to choose from!
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TONS of unique functions, from playing gameboy games, watching 360 videos, shooting guns or even shrinking
yourself!

If there is any questions or suggestions please contact me at vrhomegame@gmail.com. 90% of the money earned goes back into
developing the game further.
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Title: VR Home
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dandover
Publisher:
Dandover
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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keeps kicking me out of the game. The price you're going to pay will be for the service of Maniaplanet that offers you editor
plugins, import of custom blocks, creation of title packs, monthly updates etc. that weren't available in the free version.

So if you're going to use any of those services, the price will be worth, otherwise you will waste money to be in a version less
crowded than the free version.

Note that TMN ESWC servers are still open and that if you want to play TMN Forever without FreeZone you need to buy TMU
Forever for 30 €.
As some reviews, this is for the fans of the serie, if you only enjoy driving on your own maps, keep playing on the free version..
Only a few minutes long and you just sit in the bed for the whole experience. For $1 it is fine. The room is done very well and
has great ambiance. There are a few points that are somewhat scary. I think yougsters could play this and not be too scared.
Nothing adultlike here that would limit it to adult only. You sit on the bed as ghosts and poltergeists do things around the room..
A very challening but equally rewarding game once you master the beats of a level. I really enjoyed playing this, the soundtrack
is a treat and really helps you time the characters movement. Only critism would be I found it pretty hard in some of the boss
fights, but the overwhelming joy of defeating them is great!. DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME!!!! Seriously, save your
money. HORRIBLE sound quality, extremely slow gameplay, clunky mechanics and user interface, and outright BORING
compared to playing the actual card game with real friends. Just... for the love of the Gods, please do not put yourself through
this torture.... Wow... Where do i begin with this game?

Well first of all the screen refuses to be centered. I tried every screen size and each time it was too far to the right. And the
brightness\/ gamma settings are incredibly sensitive. Its either blindingly bright or unseeably dark, so pick your posion.

Now onto the game itself. The screen shots are VERY misleading, You dont really fight any monsters or scary things in general
for that matter, you fight human junkies or humans with brain damage, i cant really figure out which is which. Anyways these
humans are very buggy and they constantly run through walls and stairs and what not. You have this weird sanity meter which is
what causes the monsters to spawn, but its so easy to keep down you could go through the entire game without a single
"monster" encounter. Oh and the story... yea its one of those "where the f@#! do I go?" "need to be glued to a walkthrough
video for the entire game" type things.

And last but NOT least the controls. Wow there bad! I cant get the switch item inventory button to work at all. The turning is
WAY to sensitive. And the gamepad, yea dont even bother.

All in all i am very dissapointed with Phantasmal, the misleading screenshots and promise of randomised levels had me sold.
*sigh*

~PRAISE STEAM REFUNDS!~
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Is it me or ar the controls on this thing buggy :(. A whole game based on the concept of defying ergonomy. It is as brilliant as it
is simple.. Brought this with selling a bunch of trading cards, pretended to walk like a retard to my death... defently worth my
time!. This game is fundamentally broken in just about every possible way.. Extremely simple yet amazingly satisfying. A
simple little strategy game that has an interesting twist. Has multiplayer and the atmosphere to the game is really cool. Nothing
like destroying the land right under your enemy while listening to smooth jazz. I just wish the game was more deep and had
more content because they could have taken this game far.. This is a great game! I wish the ship could turn using something
other than the mouse ,like q and e but that is all i have to say. Just an overall amazing game.. i didnt recive the bana candy farm
skin...
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